Abstract: In nonrelativistic limits for states labeled by minimum packets with constrained spatial spreads and over a short term, states of unconstrained quantum field theories evolve on trajectories described by Newton's equations for the 1/r 2 force. These states include bound solutions in the attractive force case.
Introduction
Unconstrained quantum field theories (UQFT) [1] generalize the original Wightman functional analysis development of relativistic QFT [2, 3] . UQFT have explicit realizations that exhibit interaction but the quantum fields are not Hermitian Hilbert space operators. Since canonical quantization does not apply for UQFT, alternative classical limits of the relativistic quantum dynamics are of interest.
This note is a demonstration that the constructed relativistic, local quantum field theories exhibit classical limits. The UQFT constructions include states that are interpretable as scattered and bound classical particles that follow trajectories that are solutions to Newton's equation for 1/r 2 forces. The demonstration is for UQFT with a single, neutral, Lorentz scalar field. These nonrelativistic, classical limits do not result from conjecture that quantum dynamics is described by canonical quantization of classical dynamics, that is, do not result from a correspondence of classical dynamical quantitites with Hilbert space operators. Indeed, the UQFT Hamiltonian would be a "free field" Hamiltonian in a canonical quantization development. Here, the correspondence is that the support of particular states follow classical particle trajectories. The abandonment of canonical quantization enables the consistent description of relativistic QFT that coincide with nonrelativistic, classical mechanics in appropriate limits. Classical particles are associated with spatial concentrations in the support of elements of the relativistic QFT. The observables of the relativistic QFT include the arguments, in particular, spacetime and energy-momentum, of the functions that label the states [4] .
The demonstration is developed in two steps:
-In Section 2.2, it is demonstrated that selected minimum packet functions approximate solutions to a Schrödinger equation when time is the Newtonian time parameter τ describing classical trajectories for a 1/r 2 force.
-In Section 2.3 and in the same nonrelativistic, classical limit as Section 2.2, it is demonstrated that the peaked spacetime support of UQFT states labeled by the minimum packet functions evolve along classical trajectories in the short term.
No constraints in addition to the general form of the constructed Wightman-functional result from the short term approximation of nonrelativistic, classical dynamics-derived descriptions. Additional constraints on the form of the UQFT Wightman-functional do result from equivalence of scattering cross sections. In [5] , it was demonstrated that UQFT scattering cross sections approximate the first Born approximation of nonrelativistic, canonical quantizationderived scattering cross sections for a mollified 1/r 2 force between distinguishable particles. Scattering cross sections result from long term, plane wave limits of transition amplitudes. The 1/r 2 force appears naturally as the long range interaction of particle pairs in the constructed UQFT. In this sense, weak gravitational forces appear naturally in UQFT that exhibit interaction.
The constructions of UQFT establish that: there is a correspondence of classical mechanics and the constructed generalizations of Wightman-functionals; bound states appear for attractive potentials; and nonrelativistic limits of UQFT cross sections agree with the results of canonical quantization. The realizable UQFT generalizations of Wightman-functionals are compatible with nonrelativistic classical limits and ordinary quantum mechanics for the 1/r potentials.
After a digression to describe notation in Section 2.1, the demonstrations for a single, neutral, Lorentz scalar field are presented in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. To further fix notation and provide context, descriptions of Jacobi coordinates, solution of Newton's equation for the 1/r 2 force, and the Wightman-functional and scattering amplitudes for single, neutral, Lorentz scalar UQFT are included in Appendices A-C.
Classical particle limits of UQFT
The classical limits of the constructed UQFT are studied using states labeled by minimum packet functions with constrained spatial packet spread. In limits for the selected packet spreads, a representative of the arguments of the peaked support of the states can be interpreted as a classical particle evolving along a trajectory. The particle trajectories are described by two particle solutions of Newton's equations for the conservative, central, 1/r potential. Nonrelativistic classical mechanics provides reference frame dependent, short term approximations to the relativistic UQFT. The free field contributions to the Wightman functions include factors δ(p in − p out ) for pairings of incoming and outgoing momenta and these factors result in straight line classical trajectories, trajectories that exhibit no interaction.
First, a digression to establish notation.
Notation
The development generally follows Borchers' description of scalar QFT [3] . The properties of the
, the Schwartz tempered functions [6] , and the component generalized functions have Fourier transforms of the formW
with the T (s)n ((p) n ) ∈ S ′ (R 3n ) and the summation is over all 2 n possibilities for the signs s k = ±1.
with a mass m > 0 and E 2 j = ω 2 j describe mass shells in R 4 . E j = ω j is the positive mass shell and E j = −ω j is the negative mass shell. W satisfies Poincaré covariance and microcausality for sequences from A and provides a semi-norm for sequences from B ⊂ A, functions with Fourier transforms supported only on positive energies. f ∈ B wheñ
with ϕ n ((x) n ) ∈ A [1] . Fields are identified as multiplication in the algebra of function sequences A and for free fields, the field is the established, Hermitian Hilbert space operator. For the constructed UQFT, the Hamiltonian is the result of
designated the free field Hamiltonian in canonical quantization-based QFT. Spacetime coordinates in four dimensions are designated x := t, x with x := x, y, z and x is defined by context. Energy-momentum vectors are p := E, p. x, p ∈ R 4 , x, p ∈ R 3 and x, p are Lorentz vectors. x 2 := t 2 − x 2 , p 2 := E 2 − p 2 and px := Et − p · x use the Minkowski signature, p·x is the Euclidean dot product and x 2 is the square of the Euclidean length x in R 3 . In this note, the units of spacetime coordinates are length, and the units of the energy-momentum coordinates are inverse length. Conversion of t to units of time is then "time" = t/c. "momentum" = p and energies are "energy" = cE = c (mc/ ) 2 + p 2 . To ease comparison with the Schrödinger equation, in this note mass m is in kilograms rather than inverse length. Multiple arguments include an identification index. Ascending or descending sequences of multiple arguments are denoted (x) j,k := x j , x j+1 , . . . x k in the ascending case and (x) n := (x) 1,n .f n ((p) n ) denotes the Fourier transform of f n ((x) n ). The definition of Fourier transform adopted here is the evident multiple argument extension of
andT (f ) := T (f ). Summation notation is used for generalized functions,
for a generalized function T (x) and a function f (x) ∈ A with x ∈ R 4 . z designates the complex conjugate of a complex number z. The notation generally neglects to distinguish function sequences from component functions, for example, f n ∈ B is an abbreviated designation for f n is a component function from a sequence f ∈ B.
The classical trajectories used in the descriptions of selected states are parametrized by a Newtonian time designated τ and the trajectories are designated q k (τ ) :=x k (τ ),ŷ k (τ ),ẑ k (τ ).
Minimum packets
Functions that are strongly peaked near values that follow a classical trajectory determined by 1/r 2 forces approximate in the short term solutions to a Schrödinger equation without a potential. The time in this Schrödinger equation is the temporal parameter of the classical trajectory.
From (1) , spatial test functions generate labels of states of a relativistic UQFT. Test functions are also elements of L 2 . In ordinary (nonrelativistic) quantum mechanical descriptions, states are labeled by equivalence classes of L 2 functions, time is an independent parameter, and Hermitian position and momentum observables satisfy the Heisenberg-Born-Jordan relation, [P, X] = i , realized in L 2 by X = x and P = i d dx with the convention (3) for L 2 . L 2 minimum packet functions label quantum states that are most nearly described as classical states in the sense that the geometric means of the variances in position and momentum are minimal.
This Schwartz function is described by the real mass m, classical trajectory q = q(τ ), and the real function φ = φ(τ ). The time τ is a real argument of the functions q(τ ) and φ(τ ), andq(τ ) is the first derivative with respect to τ of q(τ ). The Fourier transforms of these L 2 minimum packets areφ
For (4) and with T := dx ϕ(x) T ϕ(x),
the minimum consistent with the Heisenberg uncertainty and the results are independent of q(τ ) and φ(τ ). The peak of the packet follows the trajectory q(τ ).
These minimum packet functions have properties of interest for the classical limits of states in UQFT.
Lemma: In a nonrelativistic, classical particle limit and over limited terms, the minimum packet functions (4) approximate solutions to Schrödinger's equation for a free particle with the Newtonian time parameter τ . The nonrelativistic, classical particle limit is described in the development below. For these minimum packet states (4),φ
∇ 2 = ∆, the Laplacian in the three dimensions for x andφ designates the first derivative of ϕ with respect to τ . Newton's equation of motion, mq = F, and the derivatives of ϕ from (7) result in
from completion of the square. A definition
results in
Significantly, ǫ(x − q) is selected with ǫ(0) = 0.
An energy is a constant of the classical motion.
in the notation from (31) of Appendix B.Ê designates the energy defined for the classical, nonrelativistic motion. For the 1/r 2 force,
and the definition of the energy results in
This is a Schrödinger equation with a potential energy ǫ(x − q) and a time parameter τ . The solution for φ is ambiguous up to an overall constant phase and the choice of mc 2 is natural for the nonrelativistic limit of the time evolution of UQFT states.
Before a study of solutions to this Schrödinger equation, digress to demonstrate that for the 1/r 2 force, F ·q = V (r). For a conservative, central force,
with r 2 = q 2 and the gradient is with respect to q. From the chain rule for a central potential and with q =x,ŷ,ẑ,
The solution to dV dr r = −V is V (r) = a/r and includes the case of freely propagating particles, V (r) = 0. This is the desired identity for the 1/r potential. When ǫ(x − q) is negligible, the right hand side of this Schrödinger equation (12) provides a nonrelativistic approximation to the UQFT Hamiltonian (2). At the peak value of the functions (4), x = q and ǫ(x−q) = 0. The states labeled by functions (4) with a negligible ǫ(x−q) within the appreciable majority of the support of the functions are UQFT states with nonrelativistic, classical limits. Two conditions suffice to have a negligible ǫ(x − q). The conditions control the magnitudes of the two terms in (9) . A negligible ǫ(x − q) applies in the approximation of solutions to the Schrödinger equation for short term time evolution and within the peaked support of the functions.
A lower bound on σ,
partially controls the magnitude of ǫ(x − q) within the peaked support of the functions (4).
x − q < λσ for a λ > 1 within the most heavily weighted support of the functions (4). The likelihood that x− q < λσ is more nearly certain for larger λ. This lower bound (13) provides a nonrelativistic limit from a limitation on the momentum support of the packets (5).
An upper limit on σ is imposed to localize the support of the functions (4). To accurately describe the evolution of the function as a particle, that is, to accurately describe the evolution of the function by the trajectory of its peak value, σ is limited.
The condition (14) follows from the Cauchy inequality, that F (r) < F (r a ) for a 1/r 2 force with r a the distance r at closest approach of the classical trajectories, and x − q < λσ for a λ > 1 within the most heavily weighted support of the functions (4). The r a are evaluated in Appendix B for the attractive 1/r 2 force.
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Satisfaction of the lower (13) and upper (14) bounds provides that ǫ(x − q) is negligible with respect to mc 2 within the peaked support of the functions. Near the packet function peak, |ǫ(x−q)| ≪ 2 ∇ 2 /2m although as demonstrated in Section 2.3 below, ǫ(x−q) is not necessarily negligible with regard to 2 ∇ 2 /2m toward the edges of the support under consideration.
The conditions (13) and (14) are satisfied by packet spreads that are sufficiently large with respect to the Compton wavelength and sufficiently small that the potential energy difference across the packet at closest approach is much smaller than the rest mass energy (estimating with a contant potential across the packet).
In this case, the packet spreads that are compliant with the conditions (13) and (14) describe the nonrelativistic, classical limit of this note. Satisfaction of the conditions imply that that the minimum packet functions centered on nonrelativistic, classical trajectories (4) provide approximate solutions to Schrödinger's equation in a neighborhood of every τ for selected parameters r a , σ. The r a , σ can be selected to make the approximation arbitrarily precise when m is arbitrarily large. m → ∞ with σ → 0 is a classical particle limit. For the example of gravity, F (r a ) = Gm 2 /r 2 a , and setting
closest approaches much greater than the Planck length, The result of the lemma follows from the selection of functions and is independent of the Wightman-functional. The lemma provides that in the short term for the nonrelativistic, classical limit, the evolution of the selected states follows the results of Newton's equations as demonstrated next.
Equation of motion for nonrelativistic, classical limits of UQFT states
The evolution of states is determined by the local and Poincaré covariant Wightman-functional. For UQFT, over the short term for selected states in a nonrelativistic, classical limit, the peaked support of two particle states labeled by functions (4) travel on trajectories described by Newtonian mechanics. This result is a specialized expansion of Ehrenfest's theorem to relativistic quantum physics for 1/r 2 forces but the correspondence is quantum with classical state descriptions rather than a correspondence of Hermitian Hilbert space operators and classical dynamic quantities.
Using a separation of variables in Jacobi coordinates, two minimum packet states (4) are used to label a state that describes two particles in a nonrelativistic, classical limit: one factor describes the motion of the center-of-mass; and one factor describes the relative motion. The commutation of derivatives applied to test functions provides that functions derived from (4) that are elements of B, described in (1), remain strongly peaked in the nonrelativistic limits. In nonrelativistic limits, the packet distortion due to the mapping from minimum packet to elements of B is dominated by low order derivatives. Symmetry of the UQFT functionals W n ((x) n ) with interchange of arguments dissociates argument labels from particle labels. The particles may be indistinguishable.
From (1) and a separation of variables in Jacobi coordinates, (21) in Appendix A, an element of B that is composed from minimum packet states (5) is
The appropriate mass for description of the relative motion is the reduced mass µ = m/2 from (26) and the center of mass motion is described using m T = 2m from (27) Theorem 1: In a nonrelativistic, classical limit of a UQFT and for the selected states (15), short term state evolution follows trajectories given by Newton's equation with a 1/r 2 force.
Thisf 2 (p 1 , p 2 ) ∈ B from (15) describes a two argument state with a nonrelativistic, classical limit as two particles coupled by an attractive 1/r 2 force. The nonrelativistic limits are developed for these elements from B with point support in time and t j = t for each argument x j . The energies that result in evaluation of φ + φ o derive from (33) of Appendix B,
As a consequence of the weighted support of the functions (5),
for j = 1, 2. These upper bounds are a consequence of condition (13). The support of the functions (5) are peaked and heavily weighted within
λ > 1. Then, the condition (13),
the nonrelativistic motion of the classical trajectorieṡ
and these weighted contributions of the functions (5) provide that
within the peaked support of the state labeled by (15). Finally, the separation of variables in Jacobi coordinates, the form of the UQFT Hamiltonian (2), the nonrelativistic approximation, and the lemma result in
with f 2 (x 1 , x 2 ) the inverse Fourier transform of (15).
With the concentrated support of f 2 , the approximation ∂/∂t ≈ −∂/∂τ in (17) connects the quantum dynamics to the nonrelativistic, classical particle trajectories. ∂/∂t generates displacements of states in time and for the selected states, ∂/∂τ generates displacements in the temporal parameter describing classical trajectories. The support of the selected states (15) is concentrated near the classical trajectories. The sign difference is due to the convention that U (−τ )f (0) = f (τ ) from U (t)f (t ′ ) = f (t ′ − t). With f = (0, 0, f 2 , 0 . . .) and f 2 from (15), the result is that
The two argument functions (15) label states that exhibit interaction. WhenÊ <Ê o and the force is attractive, the classical trajectories are bound and the range separation q is finite for all τ . The approximation (18) applies for the selected states labeled by functions (15). For this same subset of states, the support of the states follows classical trajectories for 1/r 2 forces in appropriate nonrelativistic, classical limits in the short term. This association substitutes for the conjecture of a canonical quantization, that there is a correspondence of operators with the classical equations of motion.
The theorem follows for the 1/r potential and from: the form of the UQFT Hamiltonian (2); the form of the functions that label the selected states (15); and that interaction is exhibited (momenta are not constrained to be equal in pairs). The result is otherwise independent of the form of the Wightman-functional. In the long term, exhibition of a 1/r potential in nonrelativistic limits of the scattering cross sections does constrain the form of the Wightman-functional.
The scattering cross sections for a potential are calculated for distinguishable particles and different limits of the functions (4), the plane wave and long term limit. Plane wave limits are included in the parametric range of (4) as the case with divergent spatial packet spread. A Wightman-functional satisfying the constraint to exhibit a 1/r potential in the scattering cross section is provided in [5] . A first Born approximation, mollified 1/r potential scattering cross section agrees with the classical Rutherford and the exact 1/r potential calculations [7] . Corrections to the equivalent 1/r potential at very small and very great distances are sufficient to achieve a continuous linear Wightman-functional.
The long term time evolution of states is determined by the Wightman-functional. The local and Poincaré covariant UQFT Wightman-functional provides that state evolution satisfies the approximation (18) in the short term for the selected states and the nonrelativistic, classical limits (13) with (14). It has not been demonstrated that UQFT reduces to ordinary quantum mechanics in a nonrelativistic limit although the evaluation of the connected four-point functional in the scattering calculation [5] provides that the effective interaction is approximately a 1/r potential in a nonrelativistic limit. For the example of the hydrogen atom, an electron in a bound state does not satisfy the lower bound on σ (13) for the classical limit to apply.
Concluding remarks
Wightman-functionals can be selected to exhibit a nonrelativistic, classical limit with two particle states interacting with a 1/r 2 mutual force and with nonrelativistic limit elastic scattering cross sections that coincide with the results from ordinary quantum mechanics. The explicit, relativistic, local UQFT are well approximated by Newtonian gravity in the short term and in a nonrelativistic, classical limit.
UQFT conforms to both the principles of special relativity and quantum mechanics. The resulting Wightman-functional is a description of local quantum physics that includes cases of evident physical interest. UQFT escapes the inconsistencies of established relativistic QFT [8, 9, 10, 11] by considering only the Hilbert space operators that are necessarily present. These operators include the orthogonal projections onto subspaces of states and the generators of Poincaré symmetries. Conjecture concerning correspondence of classical dynamic quantities with self-adjoint Hilbert space operators is excluded. In rigged (equipped) Hilbert spaces (Gelfand triples), observable quantities include the summation variables in representations of generalized functions as weighted summations, a concept that includes both energy-momentum and spacetime coordinates [4] . The UQFT generalization to conventional quantum mechanics is based on making fewer assumptions and, if observables were necessarily Hermitian Hilbert space operators, then we would be inevitably led to this conclusion by the physical requirements. However, this is not the case for the UQFT constructions and [12] stands as a counterexample to the conjectured correspondence. Canonical quantization has made correspondence of classical dynamic quantities with self-adjoint Hilbert space operators a foundational principle of QFT despite an obscure physical foundation. Unification of relativity with quantum mechanics without this disputable assertion departs from the challenges posed by inapplicability of the Stone-von Neumann theorem, the implications of the Haag and Hall-Wightman-Greenberg theorems, and the artifacts of conjectured representations for interaction "at a point".
This revisit to the foundations of quantum mechanics to unify relativity with quantum mechanics when interaction is exhibited follows the thought expressed by David Hilbert [11] : I believe that specialization plays an even more important role than generalization when one deals with mathematical problems. Perhaps in most cases in which we seek in vain the answer to a question, the cause of failure lies in the fact that we have worked out simpler and easier problems either not at all or incompletely. What is important is to locate these easier problems and to work out their solutions with tools that are as complete as possible and with concepts capable of generalization.
Appendices A Jacobi coordinates
The equations of motion for the relative and center-of-mass motions of two particles separate in Jacobi coordinates. When x 1 , x 2 are the spatial coordinates of two particles, then
are the Jacobi coordinates and
has a Fourier transformf
The Jacobi coordinates invert as
The Jacobi coordinates provide that if ϕ and ψ satisfy equations of motion
then the chain rule of diffentiation provides a solution to
by separation of variables,
In (23),
is the reduced mass and
is the total mass. The derivatives are partial derivatives with the components of x and t considered as independent variables.
is the Laplacian in three dimensions.
B Newton's equations of motion
The particle trajectories used to define the functions (4) are described by Newton's principles that result in the equation of motion, F = mq. The trajectories are parametrized by τ , q = q(τ ).
In classical mechanics, the states of two particles are vectors q k :=x k ,ŷ k ,ẑ k in a three dimensional Euclidean configuration space and the locations are functions parameterized by time. With the Euclidean distance r := q 1 − q 2 and the unit vector pointing from particle 2 to particle 1
the equations of motion for the two particles are
The signs to implement an attractive, central force are F = − F u r , each particle is drawn towards the other.
is Newtonian gravity. The Jacobi coordinates (19) for the classical trajectory,
describe the relative motion and the motion of the center-of-mass, respectively. The equations of motion (28) becomeq
with the reduced mass µ from (26) and total mass m T from (27). The relative range may be bounded depending upon the energies of the incoming particles. For a conservative force,
and F = µq results in
using the chain rule for derivatives. With a conservative force, the total energy is a constant of motion,Ê :
E o is selected to setÊ ≥ 0 but the attractive 1/r 2 force corresponds to an infinitely deep potential. In this case, no finite constant necessarily results in a nonnegative energy. A regularization of V (q) is required to ensure thatÊ ≥ 0 with a finiteÊ o .
In the multiple body case, the energies add. In the two body case without an external potential,Ê := 1 2
In Jacobi coordinates,
The central 1/r 2 potential is conservative.
Solutions for the relative motion q lie in a plane as a consequence of a force that lies in the plane defined by the particles' initial relative position and initial relative velocity. As a result, the motions never leave that plane. In a coordinate system with q = (x,ŷ, 0), 
with, in the example of the 1/r 2 force,
The Newtonian time τ for each point in the trajectory is provided by
τ (θ 0 ) := 0 and L = r 2θ is a constant of the motion. The scattered solutions are hyperbolas with both foci on the x-axis, one focus at the origin, closest approach to origin of √ a 2 + b 2 − a for the right-hand curve segment used and the slopes of the asymptotes are ±b/a. For the scattered solutions − cos −1 (
. The bound state solutions are ellipses with both foci on the x-axis, major axis 2a and minor axis 2b, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π and b 2 < a 2 . The transition solutions are parabolas with the focus at the origin, both the vertex and focus on the x-axis, and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. For the scattered and bound state trajectories,
and for the transition trajectories,
C UQFT for a single, neutral, Lorentz scalar field Unconstrained QFT [1] are a generalization of the Wightman-functional development of QFT [2, 3] . The properties of a quantum field are described by a Wightman-functional W that is a sequence of generalized functions dual to functions in the linear topological space A consisting of sequences of functions f with Fourier transforms that are Schwartz tempered test functions of the momenta p j ∈ R 3 when energies are evaluated on mass shells, E j = ±ω j . The sesquilinear function on A × A,
provides the scalar product for elements in the Hilbert space. W (f * x f ) ≥ 0 for f ∈ B. The Hilbert space representation of states is the result of a bijective map of equivalence classes of elements f ∈ B from (1) for the semi-norm
to a dense set of elements in the Hilbert space. This map,
is an isometry. For f n , g m ∈ B, the connected functions for a single, neutral, Lorentz scalar field are
for the positive frequency Pauli-Jordan function ∆(x 1 − x 2 ) and when n + m ≥ 3, C W n+m (f * n g m ) := ς n ς m c n+m (dp) n+m du n+m k=1 exp(is k p k u) δ
evaluated at (ρ) n+m = 0. s k = −1 for k ≤ n and s k = 1 otherwise.Ŝ[] indicates summation over all n! distinct permutations for the order of the n arguments normalized by the number of permutations, n!. In particular, S[f 2 (p 1 , p 2 )] = 1 2! (f 2 (p 1 , p 2 ) +f 2 (p 2 , p 1 )).
These connected functions C W n are identified as the connected contributions [1] of the npoint Wightman functionals W n . The n-point Wightman functionals are generalized functions composed of finite sums of products of connected functions without arguments in common and described by:
-the Pauli-Jordan, free field two-point function ∆(x 1 −x 2 ) that determines the single elementary particle of mass m Variations of these constructions include convex sums of the connected functions (42) and additional organizations for Lorentz invariant functions into nonnegative forms [5] . The four-point functions are the sum of a free field four-point function and the four-point connected function (44). For W 4 (f * 2 g 2 ) and f 2 , g 2 ∈ B, the free field contribution to the fourpoint function results iñ .∆ 12∆34 does not contribute when f 2 , g 2 ∈ B. For f 2 , g 2 ∈ B, evaluation of (42) results in the four-point connected function C W 4 (f * 2 g 2 ) := c 4 (dp) 4 
